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SUMMARY

The major message of this report is that juvenile diversion. as

practiced by the three Sheriff's Department Projects in southeast

Los Angeles County. appears to be quite successful. 'The accomplish

ments of these three projects were assessed with regard to two

primary goals:

1. Reduction of the number of juveniles referred further

into the juvenile justice system (probation and the

courts) by law enforcement.

2. Reduction of the inc:idence' of juvenile delinquency

among youthful offenders subsequent to diversion.

1.!!!. pattern of findings reviewed .!!!~ report provide £.2!!:.

vincing evidence ~.!!.2El these goals are being!!!!!. The highlights

of that evidence are as follows:

a. With the inception of the diversion projects in 1976.

the number of diversions from the participating law

enforcement.stations increased substantially.

b. The majority of the juveniles selected for diversion

would probably have been referred to the Probation

Department on non-detained petition applications if

diversion had not been available; only a minority would

have been counseled and released.

c. The records of the sheriff's stations participating in

the diversion projects showed that they sent fewer non

detained petition applications to the Probation Depart

ment after the projects began operations.
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d. The records of the Probation Department showed that

they received fewer non-detained petition applications

from the participating stations after the projects

began operations •

e. The six-month recidivism of diverted juveniles was

lower than that of somewhat similar juveniles referred

for non-detained petitions and in some cases lower than

that of juveniles couuseled and released.

f. The six-month recidivism of diverted juveniles was

lower for those who received extensive service from

the youth service providers than for those who dropped

out, received fewer hours, or received fewer weeks of

service.

g. The number of juvenile arrests declined in the parti

cipating sheriff's stations after the projects began

operations. The offenses for which the declines were

greatest were those from which the greatest number of

diversions had been made.

i1.
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their second year of operation, the available evidence supports the

finding that they are effective both in reducing the number of non

detained petition applications sent to the Probation Department and

in restricting and perhaps reducing subsequent delinquent activity

among the diverted youth •



Projec~cthe Positive Alternatives for Youth Diversion Project,

INTRODUCTION

This report is issued as a ,supplement to the first annual

,evaluation report for the Cerritos Corridor Juvenile Dive:t:'-i.l!lL.

'\
(PAY) ;"lIld the Southeast Early Diversion Project (SEED) ,.all located

~. \ . ·':j,'A
i! -.""J

,"'!I:n$outheast Los Angeles County. , While the annu.q 'J'epafts focused

on the details of the operation and outcome of each of the three

projects, ,this supplementary ,report aggregates the data for law
\

enforcement referrals in order to lilA!lre-s.ILthe broader issu.. M..J_h"_.,

I
overall effectiveness of diversiotl_~ represented by these three

projects. It is expected that this information will ,be of interest

tlot only to the projects, but to others who are concerned with the

effectiveness of diversion as an alternative treatment strategy for

juvenile offenders.

The Concept of Diversion

Diversion, as implemented by the projects under consideration

here, is designed to give law enforcement officers an alternative

disposition for juvenile offender cases. Without the diversion option,

juvenile offenders detained by the police must either be released to

their parents without further action ("counseled and releS$ed") or

application must be made to the Probation Department for filitlg a

petition with the court. Div'!!rsion provides an option that lies between

these two dispositions. A diverted juvenile is not simply released

to parental custody but rather is referred to a community agency for

counseling or some other service. No formal application is made to

the Probation Department; thus the diverted offender is kept from
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further involvement in the juvenile justice system.

The rationale for juvenile diversion is twofold. First, it is

intended to reduce the penetration of youths into the juvenile justice

system. The desirability of keeping youths out of the justice. system
~"".<'-"

rests on the beliefs that association with juvenil~. hall, juvenile,

courts, etc •• may stigmatize juveniles and affect their self-esteem

as well as the way they are treated by other social institutions;

that involvement with the juvenile justice system brings impressionable

juveniles into contact with more experienced juvenile offenders with

possible negative effects on ehe juvenile's behavior and delinquent

tendencies'; and that handling juveniles through the justice system may

not be cost effective - if diversion could. achieve comparable results

with less expense per juvenile than the current system, there would be

a net savings to the entire law enforcement and justice system.

The second rationale for diversion· is the reduction of juvenile

delinquency. Proponents expect diversion services to redirect

"prede.linquent" youths and to be more effective than the courts in

. rehabilitating the juvenile offender. Thus it is hoped that subsequent

to diversion the juveniles will engage in less criminal activity and

that there will be a corresponding reduction in community crime rates

and juvenile arrests.

The Three Diversion Proje~

All three of the diversion projects were initiated by the ~outh

,Services Bureau of the .Los Angeles County Sh~riff' s Department in cooper
I

ation with the participating cities. They were funded under a grant

from the California State Office of Criminal Justice Planning and the

•

•

••

•

•

•

•

••

t
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Law Enforcement 4ssistance Administration of the Department of

Justice.

The three projects are organized along similar lines, encom-

passin!; three primary components:. law enforcement ageJlcies_and

schools which are the referral sources, community youth_s.ervice

providers., and the project 9ffi"e itsel£-lolhi<::h acts as something

of a broker between the otpeJ"-.-Pi'O.J:ampollen.ts.

Each project is asso"iated with two law enforcement stations

that provide the major source of juvenile referrals. Of the six

law enforcement stations associated with the three projects. four

are county sheriff's s.tations and two are city police departments.

The referrals that come through the local school districts are not

covered in this report. The juveniles of interest here are those

arrested, formally or informally, by the law enforcement officers.

Juvenile officers in each law enforcement station decide which
\

jl1veniles are to be diverted. "f'hey then select a cOllllllunity youth

.service provider using info.rmation prepared by project staff .and
,

refer the Juvenile to that agency. In two of the stations the

juvenile who is to be diverted is sent to the project office"where

project staff select the service provider, relieving the juvenile

officer of this part of the decision.

All the service providers to whom the diversion juveniles are
I

sent are indigenous community agencies, public or private, that

specialize in youth services. None are organizationally affiliated
!

with the diversion--JlXQjects themselves though the majority have \

signed contracts and receive fees for their service. More than 40

service providers are on contract to the three projects and another
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20 or so provide free services on an occasional basis without contracts.

Most of the service providers specialize in youth counseling but a
I '

number offer recreational, tutorial, or employment programs.

Each of the project offices is staffed by a director who is a

'sergeant assigned from one of the participating sheriff's stations,

and a secretary. In sddition, two of the projects have a staff person

who works primarily with the school districts, one project has a business

manager, and one project has a law enforcement co-director. The primary

function of the project office is to serve as a coordinating agent

between the law enforcement stations and the youth service providers.

Project personnel facilitate referrals, from law enforcement, handle the
!

paperwork, pay the fees for the services the diversion'youths receive,

and conduct some monitoring and follow-up of their cases.

The three projects serve fourteen different cities plus some of

the unincorporated areas of Loa Angeles County. The projects' juris

dictions are contiguous and located in the southeast part of the County.

Considel:'able demographic variability exists in the p;Qject al;.eas. For

example, there are several large economically depressed areas and a

number of communities with a majority of Mexican-American residents.

DID DIVERSIONS INCREASE?

The three projects opened their offices between November 1975 and

January 1976, and their first year of operation coincided very nearly

with the 1976 calendar year. The first question to ask about the

projects' functioning is whether or not the coordination and infusion

of service money they provided ac~ually produced an increase in the

•

t

t
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•

•
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•
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number of youth diverted by the target law enforcement stations.

All of the law enforcement stations associated with the three

projects were making same diversions prior to inception of the pro-

jects themselves. In same cases diversion was purely an informal

affair arranged by individual officers; in other cases small-scale

diversion programs sponsored by the Youth Services Bureau of the

Sheriff' s Department were underway prior to the beginning of the

present larger scale, externally funded projects.

Table 1 shows the c1:langes in diversion from 1975, before the

projects began, to 1976, their first year of operation. This

information'was available for the four county sheriff's stations

but not the two city police departments.

Table 1

Number and Percent of Diversions

for Participating Sheriff's Stations*

Sheriff Sta
tions~
~n_~ect
Stations

Four
Project
Stations

East
L.A.

Lake
wood

Nor
walk

Pico
Rivera

All
Sheriffs
Stations

1975 1658 (8%) 498 (5%):= 145(6%)> 178(6%) > 131(5%) , 44(3%) 2156(7%)

1976 1862 (9%) 806 (8%) :.168(7%) > 274(10%). 208(8%)~ 156(10%) 2668(9%),
!

% Change ,1+12%/ (+62%/ +16% +54% +59% +254% +24%
1975-1976

* Data supplied by the Management Staff Services of the Los Angeles
County Sheriff's Department. ,Due to different tabulation! ~rocedures

theseiigures may vary fl:lJm-.1:liose rel10 T r,ad 1,n tnlLannua~ reports for
each prc:l'~

As Table 1 indicates, there was a 62% increase in diversions

between 1975 and 1976 from the four sheriff's stations associated
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with the projects and only a 12% increase for the remaining stations

in the County. During 1975 the four stations diverted about 5% of the

total reported number of juvenile cases handled while in 1976 they

diverted 8%. There was a IllUch SIIlaller increase in the percent of

juvenile cases diverted for those sheriff's stations which were not

associated with the three diversion projects.

Three of the four participating sheriff's stations increased

their diversion rate substantially, finishing 1976 with 8-10% of their

reported juvenile cases being diverted. The East Los Angeles Station

showed a smaller increase and finished the· year with 7% of its cases

in the diversion category.

Thus, overall, the inception of the three diversion projects in

1976 clearly resulted in an increase.-in the number of diversions which

were made from each of the partie1patingsheriff' s stations. Comparable

daca was notavail.9.ble for the two police departments associated with

the diversion projects, but there is reason to believe that they too
. ,

increased the number 'and percentage of juvenile cases which were diverted.

It should be noted thet 1976 was the first year of operation for

all three projects. Thus, during a good part of the first six months or

more the projects were still struggling to establish themselves. Much

of the year, therefore, was lost while office facilities and procedures

were arranged, personnel hired and trained (on-the-job), and contracts

negotiated with appropriate community service providers. The full effect

of the projects in increasing the number of diversions from the partici-

pating law enforcement stations cannot be fairly assessed until at least

their second full year of operation. By that time all projects should be

past their formative stages and fully functioning.

•

•

•

••

•

•
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During their first year of operation the

l .

three diversion projects produced a substantial increase

from the previous year in the number of youth offenders

who were diverted from the participating law enforcement

stations. This increase in diversions was about five

times as great as the .increase for the county sheriff's

stations which did not begin new diversion projects that

year.

WHO WAS DIVERTED?

For all the projects, the decision about whether or not to

divert a particular juvenile is made by the officer within the law

enforcement station who has responsibility for that case. The

diversion criteria which have been adopted by the Sheriff's
!

-.!l:epartment generally describe the "divertable".youngst~raccording

to the folloWing factors:

1. The juvenile is not already on probation or otherwise involved

in the juvenile justice system.

2. The juvenile's offense does not involve violence Or other
!

serious violations; the juvenile does not present a danger

to others or self.

3. The juvenile does not have an extensive arrest record and
!

is not involved in serious juvenile gang activity.

4. The seriousness of the crime, the juvenile's needs, or the
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family situation make it undesirable to simply release the juvenile

to parental custody.

5. The juvenile accepts respon,sibiliQ for the violation aud is

willing to participate in diversion.

Through November 1976, a total of approximately 1250 law enforce-

ment referrals were handled through the three projects. The demographic

characteristics of the youth and the nature of their records and

referring offenses are described in Tables 2 through 5. The totals in

those tables vary somewhat because of missing data on some variables.

Table 2

Age and Sex of Law Enforcement

Diversion Referrals

Age Males Females Totals

12 and under 101 25 126 (10%)

13 88 31 119 ( 9%)

14 U8 77 195 (15%)

15 201 100. 301 (24%)

16 220 78 298 (23%)

17 ill .-& ....ill. (18%)

Total 913 (72%) 356 (28%) 1269

Table 3

Ethnicity of Law Enforcement

Diversion Referrals

.t

- 4

Caucasian

Mexican-American

Other

688 (59%),

446 (38%)

25 ( 2%)
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Table 4

Referring Offense for Law

Enforcement Diversion Cases

Status Offenses

Unfit home, neglected, victim
Runaway
Truant
Incorrigible
Curfew violations

Violations of the Law

Penal Code Violations
Burglary
Theft & petty theft
Victimless crimes
Property crimes - minor
Property crimes - major
Crimes against person - minor
Crimes against person - major

Health & Safety Code Violations
Possession of marijuana
Sale/cultivation of marijuana
Other drug violations

Liquor Violations (B&P)

Vehicle Code Violations

Other Referral Reasons
School, Family, Personal

• Table 5

Arrest Status and Prior Record

of Law Enforcement Diversion Cases

Was juvenile Yes ',9..98 (83%}.- formally arrested? No 199 (17%)

Were there Yes 537 (45%)
prior offenses? No 654 (55%)
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The typical juvenile selected for diver,sion was male, about 15

years old, ana: either Caucasian or Mexican-American. He was most

likely to have been formally arrested on a charge involving a penal

code offense such as burglary, petty theft, or disorderly conduct,

or for possession of marijuana. Slightly less than half of the diver-

sion juveniles had offense records prior to diversion and, for the

remainder,the diversion offense was their first.

I~ diversion had not been available, diverted iuveniles either

would have been sent home (counseled and" released). .cr application..,- --

would have been made to, the_R~~bat1onDepartment for fi11~ a-B9n-

detained petition. In order to get a picture of the characteristics
: f -

of the juveniles and their offense records which distinguished diver-"

sion cases from counsel and release cases on the one hand and non-

detained petition cases on the other, a three-way comparison was made

for a selected group of juveniles.

A sample of 118 juvenile cases was drawn from one of the sheriff's

stations (Norwalk) which included 47 counsel and release cases, 41

diversion cases, and 30 non-detained petition cases. An examination

was then made of the file for each of these juveniles and all available

information was tabulated which might distinguish the three dispositions

from each other. The'results of this procedure appear in Table 6.

" 4

•

•

•
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•

•
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Table 6

Comparison of the Characteristics of Counsel and Release,

Diversion, and Non-detained Petition Cases for a Small

Sample of Cases From One Sheriff's Station

(**Marks a significant contrast with diversion cases)

I .

Variable

Age
14 or less
15-16
17-18

Sex
Male
Female

Ethnicity
Caucasian
Mexican-American

Severity of Offense
Minimal or Minor
Minor/Mod. or Moderate
Mod. /Severe or Severe

NUIIIBer of Charges
One
Two or more

Violence in Crime
Yes
No

Weapons Used
No
Yes

Number of Suspects
One
Two or more

Victims
None
One or more

Victim vs Property Crime
Victim
Property

Amount of Money Involved
$25 or less
More than $25

Counsel and
Release Cases

<N-47)

10
20
17

34
13

32
15

39**
7
1

39
8

42
5

45
2

24
23

40
7

6
41

13
1

Diversion
Cases

(N-41)

15
17

8

27
14

31
9

16
23

2

32
9

34
6

37
1

20
20

31
9

3
36

15
7

Non-detained
Petition Cases

(N-30)

2**
20

8

27**
3

20
9

5**
15
10

17
13

24
6

27
3

17
12

18
11

6
23

4
7
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Table 6 continued

Variable

C9uusel and
Release Cases

(N-47)

Diversi9n
Cases

(N-4l)

Non-detaiued
Petition Cases

(N-30)

Did Juvenile Confess
No

-Yes

Were There Prior Offenses
Yes
No

Was Juvenile on Probation
No
Yes

Juvenile's Attitude
Bad
Average/Good

Gang Memberl!hil'
Yes
No

Employed
No
Yes

In School
Yes
No

Problems Noted
Out of control
Family problems
Driukiug/Drugs
School problems

Parents Attitude
Bad
Average/Go9d

Family Situation
Bad
Average/Go9d

Family C90perative
No
Yes

Family Asks f9r Help
No
Yes

Legal Pr9blems with Case
No

- Yes

14"''''
10

12
22

35
o

o
3

o
24

28
3

41
5

o
1
1
o

1
1

1
1

o
3

o
1

1**
3

7
21

16
2j

20
1

3
5

1
17

18
2

38
2

1
2
4
3

2
5

3
3

o
10

2
4

11
o

8
18

13"''''
6

7"'*
5

7
5

3"'*
3

8
4

24
5

2
1
4
2

1
3

2
2

2
6

1
5

2**
2

·~

•

•

••

•
N9te: Variable t9tals fall sh9rt 9f sample size because of missing data.
** p«.lO using a chi-square test of statistical significance.

•
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The data presented in Table 6 is not very definitive. It is

based on a relatively small number of juveniles to begin with and

for many variables there was no information in the files one way or

the other for the preponderance of juveniles. Nonetheless, it is

striking how few of the variables show any contrast between the

dispositions. The only factor of significance that distinguished

diversion cases from~ counsel and release cases !a& non-detained

Counsel and release
i

cases were primarily those with minor offenses. More severe cases

were most like1::t,.~,.,end'~b'9on....de;tained petition applications.

There were more v:ariab1es tha.t showed a contrast between ct1ver- ..

sion and non-detained petitions than between diversion and counsel

and release cases. Most of those, however, merely reflected the

diversion criteria adopted by the Sheriff's Department regarding,

for example, confession to the offense, prior arrest record, proba-

tion status, and gang activity. With respect to sex and age,

diversion juveniles were more similar to counsel and release juVeniles

than to those referred for non-detained petitions.

If the sampled station is representative, and there is no reason

to believe that it is not, +t would appear that the juvenile officers

are fairly uniform in choosing to petition juveniles charged with

serious crimes and incouns.el:!.ng~nd releasing juveniles charged

with relatively minor offenses. Though there is less consistency

on other variables, the overall pattern suggests that the official

diversion criteria are being followed at least to an order of approximation.

One possible reason that the diversion cases are not more dis-

tinctive is that a very large number of officers make disposition
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decisions for juveniles. Th~ 1250 diversions mad.. during the first

year by the project law enforcement stations were the result of

decisions by 88 different officers. Most of these officers (53%)

. made fewer than 10 diversions during the course of the year and thus

had little experience applying the diversion criteria -. Interviews

with those relatively few officers who diverted large numbers ·of

juveniles have indicated that they hold very different ideas about

what type of youth should be diverted.

CONCLUSION: Diversion juveniles were typically male,

15-16 years old, and Caucasian or Mexican-American. Slightly

more than half were first time offenders and their offenses

were most frequently burglary, petty theft, or a vic1;111l1ess

crime such as possession of marijuana or disorderly conduct.

Juvenile officers seemed to be applying the official diver

sioncriteria·at least approximately with the heaviest

emphasis placed on the sev\1rity of the juvenile'S offense.

Diversion j1JVeniles, however, did not show a profile of

characteristics that sharply distinguished them from juven

iles who receive alternate dispositions. This lack of

distinctiveness probably resulted from the fact that diver

sion decisions were made by a large number of officers,

the. majority of whom had little experience with diversion.

. 4

.41
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DID DIVERSION WORK?

The effectiveness of diversion can be assessed on two factors:

a reduced flow of cases into the juvenile justice system (probati,on

and the courts), and reduced criminal activity by juveniles after

they receive diversion services.

Candidates for diversion are, for the most part, either drawn

from those juveniles who would otherwise hsve been sent to the

Probation Department for action on a non-detained petition request

or from those who otherwise would have been counseled and released.

In the case of juveniles who would have been petitioned,' the effect

on the juvenile. justice system is direct --the Probation Department

receives fewer petition spplications and, if they generally act on

such. applications, should carry reduced caseloads as a result of

those that are siphoned off into diversion. In the case of juveniles

who are diverted instead of being counseled and released, there is

at best an J.ndirect effect on the juvenile justice system. Most

counsel and release cases have no subsequent .contact with law enforce-

IDent or the juvenile justice system, thus diversion of these juveniles

makes no difference to juvenile justice caseloads either way. Some

counsel and release cases, however, recidivate; that is,' they-are

pieked up again, perhaps more than once, by law enforcement. The

recidivating offenses may well be serious enough ,to warrant an appli

cation for a non-detained or detained petition., If diverting these

juveniles were to. prevent or reduce this recidivism, in the long run

it would also reduce the number of cases referred to the Probation

Department and courts" Thus diverting counsel and release cases may

result indirectly in lower probation caseloads if the juveniles
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diverted are those who would have recidivated with more serious

offenses had they not received diversion services.

Lowered recidivism rates and raduced juvenile justice caseloads

are thet:efore different sides of the same coin. What follows is the

best attempt to assess these two factors that can be made with the

data presently available for the three diversion projects under

consideration.

Impact on the Juvenile Justice System

It has already been shown that the onset of the three projects

in 1976 resulted in an increased number of diversions from the par-

ticipating law enforcement stations. The first quelltion is wether

these diversions were drawn primarily from cases that would 0Fherwise

have been counseled and released or from th~se that would have been

r,eierred to probation for non-detained.petitions.

One source of information comes from the juvenile officers who

·make the div.ersion decision. In each case they were asked if a peti-

tion would have been requested if diversion were ne e :available. For

67% of the diversion cases the officers said that, in fact, a g~tion

would have been requ~sted; in the remaining 33% of the cases, they

indicated that no petition would have been requested. Thus the officers

are claiming that two-thirds of the diversion cases would have been
i

referred to the ?robation Department for further action (Table 7).

41

41

t

t

1

1

1

·1

1

1
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Table 7

Officers Report of Probable Di$po$itionWithout Diver$ion

Four Project Ea$t Lake- Nor- Pico
Station$ b.!:. wood !!!!!s. Rivera

Would not have
I.

been petitioned: 330 (33%) 47 121 111 51

Would have
been petitioned: 679 (67%) 136 238 205 100

Additional evidence corroborating the officer$' view that ~y

diver$ion eases came from tho$e that otherwi$e would have been peti-·

tioned re$ulted from an examination of the pattern of dispo$itions

from· the project station$ before aDd after the projects were hegun.

The three dispo$itions of interest are coun$el and release, diversion,

and non-detained petition reque$U $ince the$e are the only reali$tic

alternative$ for potential diversion cases. Considering only these

three disposition$, Table 8 shows the relative proportions of each

for 1975, the year before the project$ began, and 1976, their fir$t

year of operation.

As Table 8 show$, the general pattern of the three categories

of disposition$ from 1975 to 1976 is one in which the proportion of

counsel and release cases stayed e$sentially cOnstant while the pro-

portion of diversion case$ increased and the proportion of non-detained
I

petition requests decrea$ed. The largest effects were shown for the

four project $tations, where new diversion activity began in 1976,

but the same pattern characterized the remaining sheriff's stations,

many of which had ongoing diversion projects of their oWn.
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Table 8

Distribution of Dispositions for Counsel and Release (~&R),

Diversion (Div), .8,l1d Non-Detained l'etition Requests (NDl')

Sheriff's StatiOns
Four l'roj ec t Other Than l'roject xu Sheriff's

Stations -.- Stations Stations

.C&R ~ !!?! ill Div !!?! ill ~ !!?!
1975 52% 6% 42%; 48% 11% 41% 49% 9% 42%

1976 51% 11% 38% 48% 13% 39% 49% 12% ···39%

East L.A. Sta. Lakewood Sta. Norwalk Sta. l'icoRivera Sta.

ill ~ !m! .Qg, ~ NDl' ill Div !!?! C&R ~ NDl'

1975 57% 7% 37% 54% 6% 39% 42% 6% 52% 55% 3% 41%

1976 58% 9% 32% . 54% 12% 34% 43% 11% 46% 49% 12% 39%

Note: Data for this analysis supplied by the Management Staff Services
of the Los qeles Sheriff's Department. Percentages shown
exclude all other dispositions.

Of the four project stations, only %he Pico Rivera Station

showed a decline in the proportion ·of counsel and release cases

accompanying the increase in the diversion proportion. They also

showed a decline in the proportion of non-detained petition cases

but it was not as large as the decline in counsel and release cases.

The changes in the distribution of the three key juvenile dis-

positions for the four project stations is shown more vividly in

Figure L That figure displays the changes in the balance of dis-

positions for each six-month period from 1975 to 1976.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•
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Figure 1
Relative Proportion of Three Key Dispositions for

Four Project Station by Six-Month Intervals

Counsel and
Release IDiversion I Non-Detained

Petition

I,

I .

\

Six-Month
Interval

1975-1

1975-2

1976-1

1976-2

1975-1

1975-2

1976-1

1976-2

1975-1

1975-2

1976-1

1976-2

1975-1

1975-2

1976-1

1976-2

1975-1

1975-2

1976-1

1976-2

1975-1

1975-2

1976-1

1976-2

Four Project Stations
.

51% 16% 43%

53% 5% 42%

48% ill 40%
,

54% .,' 11% I 35% .

East L.A. StatiOn >.1
;

56% 9% I 35%

57% .-.'". (0% 39%
',-,..

10% ./55% 35%

61% .~ '8% I 30%
Lakewood Station

54% :7% 39%

54% . 6% 40!'. I 12%49% 38% '.
58%

.

flu I 3U

Norwalk Station

4U 1%1 54%

42% , 81. I 50%
42%

.
12% 46% .

,

rl0%
"

45% 45%

Pieo Rivera Station

51% ~% 46%

59% hi 38%

48% 101.. 42%

51% 1"'14% I 35%
..,.~,',-

Sheriff's Stations Other Than ,Project Stations

48% 12% 39%

48% 9% 43%

50% 113% I '.

37%, . I 13% i
. I46% 41%
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Figure 1 shows that the four project stations showed both a

steady increase in the proportion of diversions and a steady decrease

in the proportion of non-detained petition requests for the successive

six-month intervals during 1975 and 1976. Furthermore, the proportion

of counsel and release cases generally increased from period to period

except for the first six months of 1976 when the diversion projects

were just getting underway.
w-,

The sudden increase of diversions broughton by the inception

of the projects early in 1976 apparently was achieved in large part

by diverting juvenlleswho would otherwise have been counseled and

released. This seemed to be particularly true in the Lakewood and

Pico Rivera Stations. By. the second s~~onth period of 1976, however,

when the projects were1ll0re securely established, the expanded diver-

sion proportion had moved much further into .the non-detained petition

range. In fact, during the second six months of 1976, three of the
'Of

fOur pr~ject stations $ho~d a smsllerpfoportion of non-detained

petition requests'~ a larger proportion of counsel-and-releasecases

than at anytime in the previous two years (1974 data was included for

this analysis). The fourth station, Pico'Rivera, had a smaller pro

portion in the non-detained petition cai~gory than in previous periods

but also showed a somewhat reduced proportion in the counsel and

release category.

The sheriff's stations in the county that are not associated with

the three'diversion projeccs did not sh6W"'·the reduced proportion of

non-detained petitions and increased proportion of counsel and release

cases during the secona S1X months of 1976 which the project stations

demonstrated, thus this result cannot be attributed to some 1IIore

••

•

•
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general event such as sharp area-wide decreases in the incidence of

moderate to serious juvenile crime.

)
CONCLUSION: Diversion cases appear to have been drawn

I

,

primarily from juveniles who would otherwise have received

non-detained petition applications r~ther than from those

who would otherwise have been counseled and released. The

expansion of diversion initiated by the three diversion

projects was accompanied by decreased proportions of non- -

detained petition requests by the participating sheriff's

stations but not by corresponding decreases in the propor-

tion of cases counseled and released. This was particularly

true during the latter half of the projects' firstyeer when

initial start-up difficulties had been overcom~ and the pro-

jects were functioning more securely. -No eVid~~ce .was found

to support the claim that the projects' diversions were

being drawn heavily from juveniles who would otherwise have

been counseled and released.

Cases Referred to the Probation Department

The discussion above has focused on whether or not most diver-

sion juveniles would otherwise have been counseled and released.

If, as was argued, the majority of them would in fact have been

referred to the Probation Department on non-detained petition

requests, some noticeable reduction in the number of petition
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requests should be associated with the expanded diversion aCtivity.

Table 8 and. Figure 1 showed that the relative proportion of non-

detained petition requests decreased when diversion was increased.

Table 9, below, demonstrates that the actual number of non-detained

petition requests reported by the sheriff's stations participating

in the three diversion projects decreased as well.

Table 9

Major Juvenile Dispositions as Reported by the

Sheriff's Stations in 1975 and 1976
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The data in Table 9 indicate that, compared with 1975, the first

year of the diversion projects brought an increase in the number of

diversions and detained petition requests and a decrease in the num-

ber of counsel and release and non-detained petition dispositions.

The decrease in non-detained petition requests', however, was greater

both numerically and. in percentage terms than the decrease in cases

counseled and released.;""

A convenient comparison for the project stations is the group

of sheriff's stations throughout Los Angeles County which .did not

begin new diversion projects in 1976 (though ·some had ongoing pro-

j ects). If there were a countywide decrease in non-detained

petition requests,the decrease in the projects' stations could

not be attributed simp'ly to the effects of diversion. As Table 9

shows, the other sheriff's stations did in fact show increased diver-

sions and detained petitions and decreased counsel and release and

non-detained petition dispositions just like the project stations.

However, the changes in the other sheriff's stations were not as

sharp as those in the four project stations. The four project sta-

tions showed a larger drop in non-detained petition requests (-22.5%)

than the rest of the stations (-10.8%) as well as a larger counsel

and release decrease (-13.0% vs -6.1%). The increaae in diversions,

of course, was IllUch greater (+61.8% vs +12.3%) for the project sta-

tiona and the inc.rease in detained petition requests was about the

same (+20.6% vs +18.2%).

Thus, relative to other stations in the county, the four pro-

ject stations showed greater decreases in counsel-and-release and
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non-detained petition dispositions from 1975, the pre-project period,

to 1976, the projects' first year. Furthermore, the drop in non-

detained petition requests, which was 11.7 percentage points lower,

than the comparison stations, was greater than the drop in counsel

and release dispositions (6.9 percentage points difference).

This circumstantial evidence suggests that;JDe expansion of

diversion brought about by inception of the projects in 1976 resulted

primarily in fewer non-detained petition referrals to the Probation

Department and, secondarily, in fewer juveniles who were counseled

and released.

A further check "can be made on the apParent decrease i.n non

detained petition requests by examining data reported by the Proba-

tion Department itself regarding its intake of new cases. The

Probation Department's record of referrals received in 1975 and 1976

was used to construct table 10 below. This data concerns probation

intake only and not the ultimate disposition of the case by the Pro-

bation Department.

The numbers in Table 10-are different from those in Table 9,

due apparently to bookkeeping differences between the sheriff's

stations and .the Probation Department, but their significance is

the same. The Probation Department reported fewer non-detained
',.

petition requests from the four project stations during 1975 than

they had the year before. They also reported fewer NOP referrals

from other agencies, but the decrease was considerably greater tor

the project stations:- From 1975 to 1976 the number of detained·

4

t

-, t

_.

•••
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Table 10

Referrals Reported by the Probation Department for 1975 and 1976

Four East Pico All Other
Project L.A. Lakewood Norwalk Rivera Referring
Stations Station Station Station Station Agencies

• Non-Detained Petition Requests

1975 3710 823 1122 1171 ·594 41493

1976 3179 761 ....222. 'l:Q§l J!1. 39493-
% change -14.3% - 7.5% -14.5% - 7.6% -36.5% - 4.8%

Detained Petition Requests

1975 713 233 215 154 111 12180

1976 ...1J1. ~ ..all ~ .JlQ. 10663

% change + 4.8% +2.3.6% 0.0% -13.0% - 0.9% -12.5%

Note: Data for this analysis supplied by the Information Management
Office Qf. the Los Angeles County Probation ·Department.

petition requests from the project stations increased, astbe sta-

tiona themselves had reported, though Probation received fewer from

otber agencies.

One additional detail is worth checking. The Probation Depart-

ment does not necessarily carry every case that is referred to it;

many are r;losed at intake. If tbe decrease in petition requests to

Probation made by the project stations came largely from tbose which

••
PrObation would bave closed anyway, there is little net sav1~' to

the Probation Depar;ment. Probation would receive fewer referrals

from the stations but if they had to act on a bigher percentage of
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those referred, their active caseload might be .essentially unchanged.

The Probation intake records report the Probation Officers'

intended. action for each case including whether or not the case was

closed at intake. Table 11 compares the intended actions for those

referrals made frOlll the four project stations in 1975 and in 1976•.

Table 11

Intended Disposition by Probation of Cases Referred.by the

Four Diversion Project Sheriff's Stations in

1975 and 1976 for Non-Detained Petitions

Non-Detained Petition
Referrals From

Project Stations

Intended Action 1975 l:2li
Closed at intake 429 (11.6%) 361 (11.4%)

654 (Iuformalprobation) 795 (21.4%) 603 (19.0%)

Petition 2096 (56.5%) 1791 (56.3%~

CYA 3 ( 0.1%) 1 ( 0.0%)

Held in abeyance 290 ( 7.8%) 277 ( 8.7%)

Other· -.JJ.. ( 2.6%) ..ill ( 4.6%)

Total 3710 3179

Note: Data for this analYsis supplied by the Information Management
Office of the Los Angeles County Probation Department.

;,fible 11 shows that there were no .siguificant differences between

1975 and 1976 in the Probation Department's intended response to the

referrals it received from the project stations~Thus the decrease
.~i-i-'~

in NDP referrals from 1975 to 1976 came from all categories and was

not heaVily concentrated in cases that were weak and would have been

closed at intake by Probation. anyway.

•

•

••

•

•
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The data thus are consistent. During the diversion projects'

first year, fewer non-detained petition requests were made to the

Probation Department than the year before and the Probation intake

caseload clearly reflected the decrease. Furthermore, the decreases

in the project stations were greater than the decreases recorded

for other stations and referring agencies which did not begin an

expanded diversion program in 1976.'

CONCLUSION: The eXpansion of diversion produced by the

three diversion projects was accompanied by a decrease in

the number of non-detained petition requests sent to the

Probation Department from the participat1ngsheriff's sta-

tions and by a corresponding decrease in the intake case-

load of the Probation Department. Not all of the decrease

in non-detained petitions can be attributed to increased

diversion activity but the pattern of evidence ind~cates

that the expanded diversion did reduce the penetration of

youthful offenders further into the juvenile justice system

(Probation Department) and spare the system the expense of

dealing with them.

Impact on Juvenile Delinquency

One of the chief purposes of diversion is to reduce the inci-

dence of delinquency among the diverted youth. It is worth noting

that there are two different standards by which";he'.@J,ingyen~

i
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prevention aspect of diversion may be assessed. One standard simply

requires that the subsequent delinquent behavior of a youth who is

diverted be .!2. worse than it would have been if that youth had been

referred for allon-detained petition. If the effect on delinquency

is about the same, but diversion is easier and less expellsive than

petitioning, diversion is clearly preferable.

The second standard asks that diversion results be superior to

the resuits of petitioning. If diversion is viewed as a rehabilita-

tive strategy, diverted youth would be expected to engage in s18ni-

ficantly less delinquent activity then if they were petitioned and

denied the diversion services or, for that ~atter, if they were

counseled and released.

Assessing the impact of diversion .\Ipon delinquent behavior by

either of these standards is extremely difficult. Once a youth is

diverted, it. is not easy to tell how he/she would have behaved if

something else had been done instead. thE! data available for this

report allow only a comparison between similar youth who received

different dispositions, inclUding diversion. More sophisticated
i
research designs which, in effect, co~are juveniles who are experi-

mentally assigned to diversion with those·assigned to other disposi-

tions are underway in several law enforcement stations and should

produce ~uch ~ore definitive 1nfo~tion by the time of the next

annual report.

Table 12 presents the simple six-month recidivism rates* for

samples of juveniles who were counseled and released, diverted, or

* Six-month recidivism is defined as any police contact recorded in
the' Central Juvenile Index (CJI) during the six-months subsequent
to the target offense.

•

•

t

•

. 4
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referred for non-detained petitions by the three target sher'iff's

stations that parti~ipate in the diversion proje~ts.

Table 12

Six-Kauth Re~idivism Rates for Alternative Dispositions

•

Disposition

Counsel &Release

Diversion

Non-detained Petition

Juveniles With
No Prior Re~ord

21. 6% (N-227)

31.5% (N-355)

45.3% (N-137)

Juveniles With
At Least One
Prior Offense

49.2% (N- 59)

45.2% (N-124)

64.2% (N-137)

Note: Data collected for the East Los Ange:)..es, Lakewood, and
Norwalk Sheriff's Stations

For diverted juveniles with prior records and those without,

the simple re~idivism rate was closer to that of juveniles who were ,:.

counseled and released than to that of juveniles who were referred

for non-detained petitions. ,Indeed, for juveniles .with prior re~ords,

the diversion cases had lower recidivism, than_~~ther the counsel-

and-release or non-detained petition ~ategory.

Thus on the surface there is no reason to believe that diverting

a juvenile results .in more subsequent delinquent activity than re-

questing a non-detained petition does nor do diversion juveniles

recidivate at a level strikingly higher than counsel and release

juveniles.

Of cour¥. Juveniles counseled and released were generally those

involved in less serious crimes, diversion juveniles were those in-

volved in more serious offenses, and non-detained petition juveniles
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the lIlOst serious of all. Thus it is to be expected that the counsel

and release cases would have the lowest recidivism, diversion next,

and petitions the highest•.Jrhese groups can be made somewhat lIlOre
~ I

comparable by looking only_~_t;_..a aingle"categ0'l!'QX _P.ffJlUlier. Table. .- ..--
\

13 presents the rec1diviaui rates for first Qffenders who were charged

with burglary, petty theft, Qr narcotics violationa -- all categories

from which a substantial number of diversions were made.

Table 13

Six-Month Recidivism Rates for First Offenders

Charged with Selected Offenses

•

•

••

t

Disposition

Counsel & Release

DiversiQn

Non-detained Petition

Burglary

17.2% (N-29)

32.6% (N-86)

43.7% (N-32)

Petty Theft

10 • 9% (N-46)

19.2% (N-73)

26.7% (N-1S)

Narcotics
(Health &
Safety Code)

29.0% (N-31)

28. 7% (N-122)

60.0% (N-1S)

•

Note: Data collected for the East Los Angeles, Lakewood, and
Norwallt Sheriff's Stations.

When the offense characteristics and prior record were made more

comparable, as in Table 13, the recidivism rates for diversion cases

were, for the most part, more s:l.m11ar to those for non-detained peti-

tion cases than to counsel-and-release cases. This is not surprising

since, as the discussion in an earlier section showed, a majority of

the diversion cases might well have been referred f~r petitions if

diversion had not been available. For each selected offense, however,

the recidivism rate for the diversion cases was substantially lower

,

••

- f
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than for the analogous first offenders who were referred for non-

detained petitions. In the case of narcotics violations, the recidi-

vism rate for diversion cases was indistinguishable from that for

counsel-and-release cases.

One other fact is worth noting. As Tabies 12 and 13 iil.lustrate,

in most cases it was a minority, sometimes a substantial minority of

juveniles who recidivated. Thus the margin upon which any rehabili-

tative effects of diversion can.work is relatively slight. Most

offenders will not be rearrested within six months irrespective of
I

the ·treatment they receive. Even if extremely effective, diversion

impact could show only for relatively few diverted youth.

CONCLUSION: Most arrested youth did not recidivate within

six months irrespective of the disposition they were given;

thus, at. best, any delinquency reducing effect of diversion

could have observable impact on only a minority of diversion

!cases.

In general, the pattern of recidivism data was consis-

tent with what would be expected if diversion were effective

in reducing recidivism. Recidivism rates for diverted juve~

niles were consistently better than those for non-detained

petition juveniles and in some cases as good or better than

those for counsel and release juveniles. When very comparable

cases were examined, e.g., first offense burglary, diversion

recidivism was still substantially lower than recidiVism for

non-detained petition cases; for narcotics violations it was

(continued ••• )
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as low as for counsel and release cases. this pattern of

results might have resulted from a selection of "good" kids
.

for diversion but it might also be because diversion had

some effect in reducing rec1div1slll.

Arrest Rates and Reported Crime

The available recidivism data for diversion cases, though favor-

able, cannot be interpreted as any kind of "proof" that diversion lowers

recidivism -- there are too many other factors unaccounted for at the

present time. If, however, recidivism were lowered and the juveniles

were committii:rg- fewer crimes, there should be a concomitantdec:rease

in the number of juvenile arrests ud reported crimes, especia;Lly with

regard to those offense categories for which a substantial. number of,

diversions were made.

.41

Juvenile crime, data is extremely difficult to work with .because

it is subject to so many influences "reporting practices, seasonal •
variations, population trends, and, of course, actual levels of crim-

inal activity. The resulting instability of the elate effectively

prevents any clear picture of trends or program effects frOlli emerging.

The necessarily tentative picture that emerged from the juvenile arrest

and cases handled data reported by the Sheriff's Department. however,

was essentially favorable to the three sheriff's diversion projects

under consideration he:re.

Table 14 displays the number of juvenile arrests in 1975 and

1976 for the four project sheriff's stations in comparison to the

sheriff's stations that are not associated with the projects.

f

.41
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Table 14 indicates that the number of juvenile arrests dropped

6% between 1975 and 1976 in the jurisdiction of the four project

sheriff's stations while it increased a slight 0.2% in other juris-

dictions. Furthermore, the largest decreases in juvenile arrests

came in the two stations which were most active in their diversion

efforts (Lakewood and Norwalk). The possibility that the inception

of the diversion projects in 1976 produced some reduction of juve-

nile delinquency thus cannot be dismissed out of hand. Of course

there are literally dozens of other factors that could have produced

fewer arrests in the project areas too -- diversion was only one

candidate.

Table 15 breaks out the juvenile arrest data for the first six

months of the year versus the second six months. If diversion was

implicated in the overall decrease in juvenile arrests, the effects

should be stronger during the latter part of the year when the

diversion rate and functioning of the dive1'S'!on projects were at

their peak.
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Table 15

Juvenile Arrests for Six-Month Periods

In 1975 and 1976 for Project Stations and Others

Four
Project
Stations

First Six Months

East
L.A.
Station

Lakewood Norwalk
Station Station

Pico
Rivera
Station

Sheriff's Sta
tions Other
Than Project
Stations ••

1975-1

1976-1

5346

4761-
% change -10.9%

Difference from
No~-Project

Stations: (-5.9)

Second Six Months

1975-2 4830

1976-2 4810

% change - 0.4%

Difference from
Non-Project
Stations: (-6.3)

1433

.li!a.
-17.3%

(-12.3)

1194

1376

+15.2%

(+9.3)

1695

ld!Z.
-18.2%

(-13.2)

1538

.ill.2.
- 2.5%

(-8.4)

1527

.!.lli.
-11.1%

(-6.1)

1267

1194

- 5.8%

(-11.7)

691

..ill.
+20.3%

(+25.3)

831

-ill.
-10.8%

(-16.7)

10393

9877

- 5.0%

9313

9862

+ 5.9%

•

,
Relative to the other stations which did not begin diversion pro-

jects in 1976, the decrease in juvenile arrests is as great or slightly

greater the second half of 1976 as the first half. Two of the individual

project stations have stronger relative decreases tha second half of

the year than the first including one station (Norwalk) which was

especially active in diversion. The picture is cloudy but we still

cannot eliminate the possiblity that the onset of diversion was a

factor in the reduction of the juvenile arrest rate.

Another way to examine the possible relationship between arrest

rates and diversion is to look at specific offenses. Forsoms offenses

••
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a relatively large proportion of the juveniles were divert~d; for

other offenses., relatively few juveniles were diverted. " If the
<,

increased level of diversion in 1976 was implicated in the lowered

t.

number of 1976 juvenile arrests.

largest for those .offenses where

the arrest reduction should be
'\

the most diversions were made~
.'

./

the

In

order to focus on those arrest decreases which were distinctive to

the diversion project stiltions ·andnot present in other stations.

however. arrest changes must be looked at relative to the changes

in non-diversion projeet stations. If diversion was related to

lowered arrests. those offenses for which project stations showed

a greater 1975-76 decrease thlln non-project stations should be those

for which a high proportion of diversions were made. The data rele-

vant to this argUlllent are presented' in Table 16. All juvenile

offenses were included for which there was adequate 1975 and ~976

data on arrests and 4iversion proportions from the four sheriff~s

stations that participate in the projects.
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Table 16

Relationship of Diversion Proportion to 1975-76 Juvenile Arrest

Changes for Project Stations Relative to Non-Project Stations

Arrests Diversion

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Percentage l'ercentage Proportion (b)
Change 1975 Change 1975

Difference (a)
of Arrests

to 1976 FOR to 1976 FOR Diverted by
NON-PROJECT FOUR PROJECT Between (1) Projects in
STATIONS STATIONS and (2) O:tfense 1976

- 7.7 -16.0 - 8.3 Disorderly 20.3
Conduct

+ 9.5 + 1.1 - 8.4 Malicious 19.0
Misch:!.ef

. +11.9 - 7.0 -18.9 Bw;glary 17.3

+26.7 -33.9 -60.6 Sex Misdemeanors 12.3

-15.8 -22.9 - 7.1 Petty Theft' 12.2

+ 1.3 -16.3 -17.6 Grand Theft 11.6

+29.6 +16.8 -12.8 I>runk 9.1

+45.3 +33.8 -11.5 Juvenile, non- 7.3
cr:l.lllinal

+11.5 +19.9 + 8.4- Liquor 7.2

-19.1 -18.7 + 0.4 Non-Agg. Assault 6.2

+ 3.7 + 6.7 + 3.0 Grand Theft Auto 6.• 0

- 1.5 +37.6 +36.1 Weapons 5.1

-10.2 - 9.9 + 0.3 Robbery 2.4

+19.6 +25.8 + 6.2 Agg. Assault 1.7

(a) Advantage (minua) or disadvantage (plus) of project stations
relative to non-project stations.

(b) I>iversions for the offense listed plus closely related offenses.

A convenient measure of the strength of the _relationship between

relative decreases in the number of juvenile arrests (column 3, Table

16) and the diversion proportion (column 4) is a statistic called the

rank-order correlation coefficient (Spearman's rho). The correlation

t

.t

t

. l
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between the columns in Table 16 is 0.70, a figure which indicates a

statistically significant relationship (p<:.Ol). Table 17 presents

the rank-order correlations between relative arrest decreases and

diversion proportion for the four project stations combined and for

each separately.

Table 17

Rank-Order Correlation Coefficients Between Relative 1975-76

Juvenile Arrest Decreases and Diversion Proportion for

Correlation (a)
Station Coefficient

Project Stations

Statistical
Sisnificance

All four project stations

East L.A.

Lakewood

Norwalk

Pico Rivera

(a) Spearman's Rho

.70

-.08

.24

• 27

•23

P<: .01

N.S. (not signi
ficant)

N.S.

N.S •

N.S.

Table 17 indicates that for thr~e of the four project stations

taken individually there was a positive but statistically insignifi-

cant relationship between relative arrest changes and diversion pro-

portion. The stability of the data, of course, is considerably less

for the stations taken individually than when they. are combined.

The pattern of this evidence, though weak, was suggestive.

There appeared to be some association between diverting a high

proportion of juveniles who were arrested for a particular offense

•
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and a relative decrease in the juvenile arrest rates for that offense.*

CONCLUSION: The evidence reviewed here is consistent

with the possibility that initiation of the diversion pro-

jects produced lowered juvenile arrest rates and, for that

matter, crime rates. With the beginning of the three diver-

sion projects, juvenile arrest rates decreased in the project

stations noticeably more than they did in non-project sta-

tions. Furthermore. the arrests decreased the most for those

offense categories from which the greatest numper of diver-

sions was made. Taken together, the arrest data and the

recidivism data discussed earlier suggest that diversion

is having a beneficial effect on theinc:idence of juvenile

delinquent activity.

* If the reported number of "cases handled" for each offense is
used instead of arrest rates a similar result emerges; that is,
a pattern of statistically insignificant correlations ~hat are,
nonetheless. ina positive direction in four out of five cases ,
Changes in number of cases handled from year to year is not a
very satisfa.ctory measure of juvenile crime rates, however;
depending on the offense, between about 0 and 75% of the cases
handled will reflect adult criminal activity.

.f

•

•
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FACTORS AFFECTING RECIDIVISM

The most tmmediate and accessible overall measure of the effects

and effectiveness of the diversion program is the recidivism of the

diverted juveniles. If, subsequent to diversion, the juveniles com-

mit fewer offenses and have less contact with law enforcement agents

than they would have if they had not received diversion services,

the projects were effective. Such results will show up eventually

in reduced caseloads in the juvenile justice system and in a reduced

incidence of juvenile delinquency in the COllllllunity.
~

As noted earlier, it is quite difficult to determine whether

or not ,juveniles recidivate less after diversion than if they had

not been diverted. The ,evidence presented in earlier portions of

this report suggested that diversion may have some beneficial im

pact on recidivism and, at worst, might have no impact one way or

the other.

The discussion in this section of the report examines the

recidivism rate for diversion juveniles' as a function of their

personal characteristics and the nature of the diversion service

they received. Such an ~nation helps to identify those factors

that are .associated with lower recidivism rates. With the infor-

mation presently available it is not possible to determine if those

factors actually cause the lowered recidivism. A factor that is

associated with lower recidivism rates may simply identify those

juveniles who are "good kids" and would have lower recidivism

irrespective of the influence of diversion services. Examining the

factors associated with lower recidivism rates, however, at least

helps identify those juveniles who come out of diversion with good

records.
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Recidivism Index

In order to give a reasonably differentiated picture of recidi

vism. a recidivism index has been constructed that takes into con

sideration a juvenile's past offense history, and both the number and

seriousness of any recidivating offenses. In effect, this index

tells us whether a juvenile's offense record subsequent to the refer

ring offense (i.e., the diversion offense) is better or worse than

the record prior to the referring offense. A record is better if

there are fewer subaequent offenses or if subsequent offenses are

less serious or both. A record is worse if· there are more subsequent

offenses or 1£ they are more serious or both.

The recidivism index uses the six-month period subsequent to the

referring offense to determine the recidivism record and compares that

with the six-month period prior to the referr·ing offense. All prior

and recidivistic offenses. within the respective six-month periods

which appear in the Central Juvenile.Index (CJI) are counted and each

is assigned a seriousness rating from a scale used by the California

Youth Authority.

Table 18 defines the various categories of this recidiVism index

for juveniles without prior records and those with prior records at

the time of the referring offense. Also shown are the number of juve

niles who fell into ~ach category for the combined caseloads of the

three diversion projects featured in this report.

•

.f
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Table 18

Categories of the Recidivism Index

And Number of Diversion Juveniles in Each

Juveniles with no offenses prior to the referring offense:

N

1 - The recidivism record is worse than the prior
record (i.e., the referring offense) for both
offense frequency and severitY. -----

24 4.9%

2 - The recidivism record is worse than the prior 42 8.5%
record (1.e., the referring offense) for

I either offense frequency or severity with the
other being the same for prior and recidivism
record.

3 - The recidivism record is the same as .the prior 46 9.3%
record on~ frequency and severity.2!. it is
worse on one and better on the other.

4 - There is a single recidivistic offense but it 40 8.1%
is less severe than the referring offense.

5 - There is no recidivistic offense recorded. 340 69.1%

Juveniles with offenses prior to the referring offense:

N

1 - The recidivism record is worse than the prior 6
record (including the .. referring offense) for
~ offense frequency and severity.

2 - The recidivism record is worse than the prior 11
record (including referring offense) for either
offens.e frequency or severity with the other.
being the same for prior and recidivism record.

3 - The recidivism record is the same as the prior 20
record (including referring offense) on both
frequency and severity or it is worse on~
and better on the other:-

4 - The recidivism record is better than the prior 20
record (including referring offense) for either
offense frequency or severity with the other
being the same for prior and recidivism record.

3.6%

6.6%

12.0%

120.0%

5 - The recidivism record is better than the prior
record (including referring offense) for~
offense frequency and severity.

6 - There is no recidivistic offense recorded.

26

84

15.6%

50.3%



Perhaps the most lnteresting aspect to notice about Table 18

is the high p~opo~tion of dlve~slon juVeniles who had no ~ecidivistic

contacts subs~quent to ~e dlve~sion offense o~ who had. contacts which

we~e fewer o~ less seve~e than their p~lo~ reeerd , Of those- juveniles

without prior reco~ds, 69% had no subsequent contact at all and. auothe~

8% had anothe~ offense which was less serious. Among juVeniles with

prio~ ~ecord.s, 50% had no recidivism and. anothe~ 28% had subsequent

records better than their prio~ records. Only about 13% -of the juve-

n11es without priors and. 10% of the juveniles with priors had. worse

~ecords after dlversion than before.

Table 19 shows the relationship between the recidivism index and

the age, sex, and. ethnicity of the juveniles. For simplification,

only the aggregate proportions with worse recidivistic records, better

records, and no recidivistic record a~e presented.

••

•

•

•

•
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Table 19

Aggregate Recidivism Categories for Age, Sex, and Ethnic Groups

Juveniles Without Priors

No
Recid

Worse Better ivism (N)

Juveniles With Priors

No
Recid

Worse Better ivism (N)

10.0%

12.5

12.5

19.2

7.0

13.7

14.9

15.3

0.0% 100.0%

AGE

6-10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

SEX

M 16.0%

F 7.3

ETHNICITY

90;0%

87.5

87.5

70.2

84.9

72.0

75.4

78.0

76.3%

78.8

80.0%

87.5

79.2

63.8

72.1
69.6

62.7

72.9

65.8%

76.2

( 10)

( 8)

( 24)

( 47)

( 86)

(125)

(134)

( 59)

(342)
(151)

0.0%

0.0

14.3

20.0

9.4

6.4

7.1

12.8%

4.0

87.5

64.3

70.0

75.5

87.2

78.5

72.6%

90.0

25.0

42.9

43.3

45.3

59.6

71..4

44.4%

64.0

( 1)

( 0)

( 8)

( 14)

( 30)

(53)

( 47)

( 14)

(117)

( 50)

Caucasian
13.0% 76.7% 68.5% (317) 6.3% 82.3% 55.2% (96)

Mexican
American

15.3 75.8 66.9 (157) 15.7 73.4 45.3 (64)

~

The information in Table 19 indicates that for juveniles without

prior offenses, the best recidivism records were attained by those

who were twelve years of age and younger and those who were female.

Ethnicity showed little difference. A somewhat different pattern

emerged for the juveniles with prior records, however. In that group

the best recidivism records were attained by youth of age 15 and

over. Females also had better recidivism records as did. ~g10 youth.

Table 20 relates the recidivism record of the diversion juveniles

to the characteristics of the offense for which they were diverted by
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Table 20

Aggregate Recidivism Categories for Diversion Offense Characteristics

Juveniles Without Priors Juveniles With Priors ,41
No No

Recid- Recid-
Worse Better ivism (N) Worse Better ivism <N)

OFFENSE 'l'YPE

Penal Code 11.8% 79.7% 68.6% (261) 13.3% 76.0% 46.7% ( 75) t

Welfare &
Institutions
Code 17.8 63.3 62.0 ( 79) 7.5 85.0 55.0 ( 40)

Health & 41Safety Code 13.9 79.5 71.3 (122) 6.2 78.0 59.4 ( 32)

MAJOR OFFENSES

Burglary 4.7% 90.7% 67.4% ( 86) 0.0% 63.2% 31.6% ( 19)

Petty Theft 10.9 84.9 80.8 ( 73) - •Vict:j;mless PC 18.3 63.2 61.2 ( 49) 20.7 79.3 34.5 ( 29)

Runaway 19.7 62.0 62.0 ( 71) 7.9 86.8 55.3 ( 38)

Marijuana
Possession 11.9 81.2 72.3 (101) 6.6 80.0 60.0 ( 30)

FORMAL ARREST?

Yes 13.7% 78.6% 69.6% (401) 11.3% 75.0% 47.6% (124)

No 12.3 67.9 65.4 ( 81) 7.6 84.6 59.0 ( 39)

WOULD PETITION HAVE BEEN REQUESTED?

Yes 13.8% 76.5% 66.1% (298) 12.9% 73.4% 47.7% (109)

No 13.1 76.7 72.7 (176) 5.9 84.3 52.9 ( 51)

-lI
Table 20 includes several interesting relationships. First-time

violators of the Welfare and Institutions Code (601 section), largely

runaways; had one of the worst recidivism Tecords, for example. But

runaways with prior offenses showed a recidivism record that was
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considerably better than average. Burglary and other penal "code of-

fenses generally ahowed the opposite pattern. First-time offenders,

had relatively good recidivism records while those with prior

offenses had worse than average records.

Recidivism and Diversion Service

The most interesting set of recidivism statistics had to do with

the nature and functioning of the various service providers who work

with the diversion projects to counsel the diverted juveniles and

provide other youth services. If diversion has any rehabilitative

aspects which result in lowered recidivism, it is most likely due

to the efforts of the service providers.

The relationship between delivery of service and recidiviSm

provided one interesting and important check on the claim that the

services had rehabilitative effects. If diversion service did have

beneficial effects, those juveniles who participated fully and

received greater attention from the service provider should show

better recidivism records than those who did not. Their better

records "could simply be because they were better kids to begin with,

i.e., predisposed to cooperate with service and stay out ofer9Uble

irrespective of the service. But even so, the absence of anyrela-

tionship between delivery of service and racidivism would be very

damaging to the claim that the service providers were having a bene-

ficial effect. Table 21 summarizes the pertinent recidivism data in,
relationship to the termination reasons for closing diversion cases,

the number of service hours delivered per week, and the number of

weeks during which service was provided.
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Table 21

Aggregate Recidivism Categories Related to Delivery of Service •
Juveniles Without Priors Jl1Veniles With Pri'ors

No No
Recid- Recid-

Worse Better ivism (N) Worse Better ivism (N)
, .•

SERVICE TERMINAnON REASON

Positive
Termination 9.4% 80.8% 73.6% (235) 6.1% 87.7% 64.6% ( 65)

Client
No Show 20.0 76.4 70.9 ( 55) 9.5 81.0 42.9 ( 21) •Client
Uncooperative 19.2 71.8 62.8 ( 78) 16.7 66.7 33.3 ( 36)

External
Reasons 20.0 68.0 66.0 ( 50) 14.3 78.6 50.0 ( 14)

41
AVEllAGE NllMlIER OF SERVICE HOURS PER WEEK

3.91 5.00 4.86 1.33 3.51 3.40

(N-44) (N-267) (N-239) (N-I2) (N-91) (N-63)

NllMlIEROF WEEKS OF SERVICE

0-5 12.5% 75.0% 71.9% ( 64) 10.0% 60.0% 50.0% ( .10)

6-10 14.2' 71.1 62.3 (106) 9.7 87.1 58.1 ( 31)

11-15 5.3 86.0 77.2 ( 57) 0.0 75.0 62.5 ( 24)

16-20 13.6 84.1 72.7 ( 44) 4.8 85.7 47.6 ( 21)

20 14.9 71.6 63.5 ( 74) 18.5 74.1 51.9 ( 27)

The data in Table 21 were quite consistent in showing lower

recidivism rates for those jl1Veniles who received ~re diversion

services. Those juv'eniles who participated for the full term of

service and had their cases closed as "positive terminations" recidi
f

vated less than all other categories. Those juveniles with norecidi-

vism or better recidivism records than prior records had received a

greater number of service hours per week, on average, than jl1Veniles

who ended up with worse recidivism records. Finally, those jl1Veniles

_ I
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who received more weeks of service, up to about 15 weeks, had better

recidivism records than those who received less service. The greater

recidivism of those juveniles who received prolonged service (more

than 15 weeks) may well have been due to the special characteristics

of those who need such extended service.

This pattern of results was quite encouraging for the diversion

projects. It does not prove that ~iiversion services result in lower

recidivism, but it does support that possibility. The pattern of

results at this pout. isjtlst what would .be expected if .diversion

services were having rehabilitative effects on delinquent behavior.

Other factors could also cause these results, but the benefit of

any doubt should be given to the service providers.

Table 22 examines some other characteristics of the diversion

services in relation to recidivism. The factors involved are whether

or not the diversion service was exclusively counseling, the delay

between the time o~ referral to the service provider and the time

of actual intake for service, and whether· or not the service pro-

. vider reported any outreach to the diversion clients.
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Table 22

Aggregate Recidivism categories Related to Service Characteristics

Juveniles Without Priors Juveniles With Priors

No No
Recid- Recid-

Worse Better ivip (N) Worse Better iviem (N)
.t

TYPE OF SERVICE
"

Exclusively
Counseling ll.8% 77.8% 70.7% (338) 8.0% 79.7% 54.0% (ll3)

Not
Exclusively
Counseling ll.O 75.5 65.2 (155) 14.8 74.1 42.6 ( 54)

INTAKE LAG

0-6 days 15.n.: 74.7% 69.9% (146) 15.2% 74.2% 53.0% ( 66)

7-12 days 8.3 77.1 66.1, (109) 3.7 85.2 55.6 ( 27)

13-18 days ll.6 81.4 65.1 ( 43) 7.1 71.4 57.1 ( 14),
19-24 days 14.3 71.4 71.4 ( 21) ( 2)

25-30 days' 12.5 75.0 66.7 ( 24) ( 3)

30 ,days , 7.7 80.8 69.2 ( 26) ( 0)

REACH OUT?
Yes' 17.1% 75.2% 68.8% (141) 20.0% 72.5% 50.0% ( 40)

No 11.7 77.4 , 68.2 (283) 5.3 84.0 ,57.4, ( 94)

Not Reported 13.0 79.7 72.5 ( 69) 12.1 66.7 30.3 ( 33)

No clear pattern of results emerged from the data presented in

Table 22. Whereas Table 21 showed a relation between amount of service

and lowered recidivism, Table 22 shows that the characteristics of the

service which were reported had little relationship to recidivism.

TheEe was slightly less recidivism for juveniles with prior offenses

who received exclusively counseling and somewhat better recidivism

when the intake lag was three weeks or less. Reach out, which was

rather casually reported by many service prOViders, showed no espe-

cially interpretable relationship to recidivism.
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CONCLUSIONS: The pattern of relationships between

variables describing the delivery of diversion services

and the subsequent recidivism of the diverted juveniles

was quite favorable to the lIervice providers. Recidivism

was lower for those ju:veniles who received more attention

from the service providers than for those who were =cooper

ative, had fewer service hours, or fewer weeks of service.

Diversiot! serv;1cesseem to be significantly related to

lowered recidivism. Furthermore, recidivism was .lower for

juveniles With cereaincharacteristics, .e.g., ."aung first

offenders, and for certain offenaes, e.g., first-time

burglaries and ·runaways With prior offenses. Suchfactors

as whether the divers;!.onserviee was ~clusivelycounseling

and the· amount of delay in starting the service may be

important but the data presently available show no strong

relationship to 'J;'ecidiVism.
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EPItOGUE

The conventional logic of research in the behavioral sciences

is to assume that no effect exists, then marshall evidence to the

contrary. In evaluating social progrll1llll, the authors believe the

converse logic should apply -- a program effect is assumed to exist,

then the data is examined for contrary evidence. Coupled with a

vigorous attempt to develop data that will thoroughly probe the

significant program issues. this approach provides a rigOrous

evaluation while still giving the program the benefHof any doubt

about interpretation of theUndings.

Though it may llotbe readily apparellt, the questionUig approach

described above has been applied in this report, We began with the

presUmptiOlls that (l)j uvellilediversion results in ",fewer non

detained petition cases for the Probation Departmlallt.and (2) diver

sion serVices reduce the rec:iaimm and SUbsequellt delinquent aetivity

of diverted juvelliles. An industrious attempt was then lli&de to

examille all the evidence that could' be' eompiled'or ·developedat·the

present time which might contradict these two presumptions for the --

dive.rsion projects under consideration. Though our search continues,

no evidence has beell found that offers sUbstantial dispute to the

original presUmptions; We examined much evidence that could easily

have beell negative but, in fact, did not f1ud any of it illCollsistent

with the origiual suppositiollS about the beneficial effects of

diversioll.

We conclude. therefore. that the three Los Angeles COUlley

. Sheriff's Diversioll Projects have beeD successful. Though ollly ill

•
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